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      30 Ways To Extraordinary

● Defining Extraordinary
● Overcoming Challenges
● Positive Work Culture
● Environment 
● Tech Tools
● Self Care
● Wrap Up



What does it mean to have 
an extraordinary library? 





#1: YOU Define Extraordinary



“Extraordinary accomplishments are only 

achieved when we are able to overcome 

extraordinary challenges.” 

- O.J. Brigance     





#2: 
 “If Only We Had____” 



#3: Celebrate the things you DO Have



#4: Instead of doing 
ALL THE THINGS mediocre, 

Do Most Things Very Well



#5: Hire & Train “B” Players





You can only accomplish extraordinary 

things by involving excellent people who 

can do things that you cannot.     

James Carville



#6: You Might Not Like All Your 
Co-Workers, and



#7: Treat Everyone with Kindness



#8: Pick Your Battles



 #9: “What is something good?” 



#10: Say Hi (right away) and Bye





#11: “WDYDOTW?” on 
Monday Mornings and/or 

Feedback Friday



#12: Spend Time with a Colleague



Care to Share? 





Extraordinary claims 

require extraordinary evidence.

                        ~Carl Sagan



#13: Entrance

● Safe
● Clean
● Cared For



#14: Signage

● Consistent
● Out of Order (When Will it Be in Order?)
● Neat (not Handwritten)
● Language
● Exclamation Points 



#15: Service Desk

● Clean vs. Cluttered
● Smiling vs. Not Smiling
● Top of Head vs. Face



#16: Scent



#16: Scent



#17: Crowded Stacks
“Think of your library’s stacks as if they 
were retail store shelves. Jam-packed 
merchandise makes a store appear 
to be poorly kept up (and maybe not 
even clean). It gives the feeling that 
there’s not enough staffers, or that 
they don’t care enough to keep 
things nice. And it doesn’t encourage 
people to stay longer and shop more.” 

- Kathy Dempsey, Marketing Maven



#18: Appearance



Care to Share? 





An extraordinary life is all about 
daily, continuous improvements 

in the areas that matter most.     

Robin Sharma



#19 Slack



#20: Trello



#21: Screen-cast-o-matic



#22: Noisli



#23: Pixabay



#24: CamScanner



Care to Share? 





Something extraordinary happens 
when you dramatically increase the 
focus, drive, and intention you bring 
to your life, work and relationships.     

Brendon Burchard



Work-Life Balance Quiz

Let’s Take It !



1. I find myself spending more and more time on work-related 
projects. 

 2. I often feel I don’t have any time for myself -- or for my family and 
friends. 

3. No matter what I do, it seems that often every minute of every 
day is always scheduled for something. 

 4. Sometimes I feel as though I've lost sight of who I am and why I 
chose this job/career. 



5. I can’t remember the last time I was able to find the time to take a 
day off to do something fun -- something just for me. 

6. I feel stressed out most of the time. 

7. I can’t even remember the last time I used all my allotted vacation 
and personal days.

8. It sometimes feels as though I never even have a chance to catch 
my breath before I have to move on to the next project/crisis.

 9. I can’t remember the last time I read -- and finished -- a book that 
I was reading purely for pleasure. 



10. I wish I had more time for some outside interests and hobbies, but I simply 
don’t. 

11. I often feel exhausted -- even early in the week.

12. I can’t remember the last time I went to the movies or visited a museum or 
attended some other cultural event. 

13. I do what I do because so many people (children, partners, parents) depend on 
me for support. 

14. I’ve missed many of my family’s important events because of work-related time 
pressures and responsibilities.

15. I almost always bring work home with me. 



Work-Life Balance Quiz



Work-Life Balance Quiz
If you scored:

0-2   Your life is in pretty good balance; keep doing what you are doing! 

3-5   Your work/life balance is teetering on the edge; now is the time to 
make changes before the problems overwhelm you. 

5+   Your life is out of balance; take action to make changes in your work and 
your life.







  #25: Take Vacation  



#25: Take Vacation - and to help you 
book that trip….

Kayak                                               Hopper



The Marshmallow Test



#26: It’s OK to Say NO  



#27: Consider Your Mental Energy  



#28: Take Social Media Breaks

➢ ‘Work Mode’ for Chrome
➢ Lifehacker



       #29: Work Off-Site



#30: Consolidate/Turn Off            
             Communication  



#30: Consolidate/Turn Off            
             Communication  



Care to Share? 





      30 Ways To Extraordinary

● Defining Extraordinary
● Overcoming Challenges
● Positive Work Culture
● Environment 
● Tech Tools
● Self Care



 Bonus, #31:
It’s Great to Collaborate, 

It’s Just as Great to Innovate.



What does it mean to have 
an extraordinary library? 



What are two things that you 
           can do TODAY? 



“

People do not decide to 
become extraordinary. 

They decide to accomplish 
extraordinary things.     

Edmund Hillary



                          Thank You
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